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The Phases
I. Campaign Planning and Preparation 

• Getting to the “big idea”

• Integration of overall institutional and internal campaign planning

II. External Assessment 

• Is the traditional feasibility study dead?

III. The Early Leadership Phase 

IV. Community Gifts and the Capstone Phase
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Campaign Planning and Preparation
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Why Do We Do Campaigns?

• To take fundraising to a new level.  They…

− Galvanize a unified and focused effort

− Raise organizational profile

− Create a sense of importance and urgency

− Fulfill key monetary and non-monetary goals

− Strengthen the culture of philanthropy and volunteerism

− Position the Development Office for sustainable success through the 
campaign and beyond
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Post Campaign Value
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What Makes for a Successful Campaign

Case Constituency Catalysts

Why XYZ?

• Why this project or 

program?

• Why me?

• Why now?

• Why that amount?

• Priorities defined 

by a thoughtful 

process?

• Resources 

quantified and 

communicated 

effectively

Who cares?

• Donors

• Collectors

• Members

• New Investors

• Corporations

• Foundations

• Staff

• Other?

What is their

• Capacity?

• Attachment?

• Engagement?

Who’s leading?

• Board of Trustees

• CEO

• Other leaders

• Development Staff

• Program/curatorial 

staff

• Other staff

• Other volunteers

Do we have the 

resources?

• Budget

• Infrastructure

• Systems
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So What Has Changed?
• Tremendous Wealth Accumulation

• Donor Advised Funds

• Pace of Change in Our Institutions

• Tax Reform

• Current Political Climate – Urgency

• Analytics
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Some Guiding Principles
• The success of your campaign will be directly related to a 

handful of big gifts: 50-90% of the dollars, and getting narrower

• Big ideas drive big gifts

• Almost none are unrestricted

• Demonstrating impact and urgency is essential

− 94% of wealthy donors cite impact as a primary motivator for giving

− Your donors are ‘shopping’ – loyalty accounts for only so much

• Recognition is not unimportant – but is not as powerful as it 

used to be
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Institutional Planning

Campaign priorities are derived from institutional strategic and master 
facilities planning, that include financial modeling

And yes, you must do them first! There are various methods for 
completing these – one size no longer fits all.

And no, all things identified in the strategic plan do not necessarily roll 
into a campaign plan!  It’s a process…
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Institutional Planning and Campaign 
Planning as Part of a Whole
We are engaging top donors and prospects deeply and deliberately in 
institutional planning, and this goes beyond just the board:

− Salons with big thinkers, exemplary CEO’s/Museum Directors

− Targeted 1:1 meetings with leadership to discuss the future direction

− Architectural selection process, road trips

− Salons with architects

− On-line surveys with second tier prospects/donors

− Strategic plan: work groups, visioning, then final concept testing, and roll-
out
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Campaign Priorities Setting Process

Top Down

or

Leadership Develops Themes: RFP’s across the institution

or

Custom!
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What IS a Big Idea?

• A philanthropic investment opportunity that transforms an institution 
or program or its ability to deliver on its mission in a meaningful way

• Transformation can be:
– Strategic
– Reputational
– Leveraging and inspiring
– Programmatic
– Financial
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What is a Big Idea NOT?

• A big idea is not simply:
– A big new building
– A big price tag
– A bundling of smaller ideas
– A naming opportunity
– Something shiny and new
– An interdisciplinary program
– Incremental improvement or expansion

• But it will likely have some or all of these characteristics
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Analytics and Assessments are Key

I. Trends Analysis

II. Philanthropic Capacity Analysis – informs strategic planning

III. Internal Staffing Assessments

IV. Development of Initial Campaign Messaging, Prospectus for Testing

Begin implementation ASAP
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Session 6: Changing Landscape of Campaigns

Driven by accolades Driven by anecdotes

Nonprofits solve problems Collaboration solves problems

“What’s in it for me?” “What’s in it for us?”

Success = $ Success = impact

Audience: key influencers Audience: diverse stakeholders
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Phase II: External Study

Highly 

regarded 

institution 

Compelling 

vision and 

case

Respected, 

passionate 

leaders

Ample 

philanthropic 

potential

Technology, 

infrastructure, 

and personnel

What are we trying to confirm?
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Phase II: The External Study

Traditional Approach
• Draft a preliminary Case

• Convene a planning task force

• Counsel conducts +/- 40 
interviews

• Analysis

• Findings and recommendations

Contemporary alternatives
• Draft a preliminary Case

• Convene a planning task force

• Counsel conducts 10-20 interviews, 
plus:

• Staff interviews

• Group discussions

• Online surveys

• Deep data analysis + workshop
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Phase II: The External Study
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The Early Leadership Phase

I. Requires laser focus on the big gifts:
− Best prospects
− Doing the strategies
− Right timing, project, and team
− Board solicitation first
− Early wins, momentum right out of the gate

II. Recruiting the right leadership, determining the best campaign 
volunteer structures

III. Campaign Staffing, Messaging, Collateral and Policies
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Phase IV: Community and Capstone

Why?
• Engage the community

• Attract new donors

• Employ challenge and matching 
gift strategies

• Elevate museum profile

Why not
• Highest cost per dollar raised

• Great effort for low returns
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Phase IV: “Going Public”

• Before “going public”:
• +/- 70% to 80% of campaign goal secured 

• A pipeline of gifts to sustain momentum

• Gifts sought/secured from all “insiders” 

• Volunteers recruited and prepared 

• Public launch
• A cocktail reception? A pep rally?

• Celebrate early phase donors and leaders

• Recognize future campaign volunteers (and build in accountability)

• Elevate campaign impact
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Community Phase Tactics

• Fanfare!

• Regular gift announcements and recognition ceremonies

• Devote funds to a singular campaign goal

• Joint donor society + campaign gift
• E.g..: $1,000 “Director’s Circle” member is invited to pledge $5,000 over 2 

years—plan to elevate giving club gifts in year 3

• Giving days/peer-to-peer social media
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It’s not over until…

• Campaign goal exceeded and success declared

• All campaign records 

• Post-campaign assessment?

• Regular updates to all stakeholders


